Guest Post Guidelines
Do you have a family travel story or travel advice to share? WeGoWithKids.com
welcomes guest contributions! Nancy and Catherine started this website out of a desire
to inspire families to travel near and far “with kids,” and we hope to build
WeGoWithKids.Com into a resource that makes it easier for families to travel and
experience the world together!
If you would like to contribute a guest post related to either a family trip to a particular
destination or travel advice, we have a few guidelines:
•

•
•
•

•

•

Guest posts related to a particular destination should include 5-10 photos of
the location visited (to be inserted as indicated in the post), but need not
include any identifying photos of the author or children, if that is not desired.
Guest posts related to travel advice should have at least two photos. Photos
need to belong to the guest blogger, or should be properly attributed and
credited. Please propose a destination in advance so that we can avoid
duplicative content.
Posts should be approximately 500-2,000 words.
Guest bloggers may choose to be identified by first name, pseudonym, or kept
anonymous.
Guest posts will be published as “Guest” and will include a short introduction.
Bylines can include one link in the byline (to your website or twitter handle, if
you’d like), which will be displayed at the bottom of the post.
Guest posts should be original and not be cross-posted on any other travel
publication (whether print or online) but can be posted on the author’s own
personal blog/website after the article has been posted on
WeGoWithKids.Com. You are welcome to link back to your post within the
submission. For example, if you were writing a review on a visit to Los
Angeles, you are welcome to write “for more information or details on our trip
to Los Angeles, see my article…” with a link to your post.
Draft posts should be emailed to wegowithkids@gmail.com in Word
document. Photos can be inserted into the word document or emailed
separately.

•

Catherine and/or Nancy will edit for spelling and grammar errors and may
request additional details or make suggestions regarding content modification.
Guest blogger will review/approve all changes prior to publishing.

Some general guidelines on content:
• We encourage guest bloggers to develop their own style, but we are interested
in detailed information that will be helpful to family travelers and suggest the
following topics be covered:
o
Age and number of children? Why did you decide to travel to the
particular location?
o
How many days did you spend at your location? Did you encounter any
particular hurdles (car seats, hotel mix ups, language barriers)?
o
What different landmarks/activities/experiences/hotels/restaurants made
up your trip?
o
What would you do differently, or what do you wish you had known
before your trip?
• Guest posts should be family friendly (no adult content)
If you have a particular family travel experience or travel advice to share but prefer not to
author a post, please send some information and 3-10 photos related to the topic that you
would like to share to wegowithkids@gmail.com, and we can set up an interview with
you and write a post based on what we learn. You can choose to be identified by your
name or pseudonym. You will review/approve the post before it is published.
Kids’ Blog Submissions: We accept posts from children regarding their family travel
experiences. Submissions, however, must be submitted from a parent or legal guardian
(we cannot accept submissions directly from a child or have any communication with
children under 18). Children can be identified by first name or pseudonym and age.
Note that Catherine and Nancy are the owners and editors of WeGoWithKids.Com, and
WeGoWithKids owns the rights to all content published on the site.

